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Overview

Summary
The SAP® Planning for Retail rapid-deployment
solution connects and streamlines merchandise
and finance processes, improves efficiency,
and helps you make better decisions faster.
The rapid-deployment solution increases
process transparency and supports analysis
and planning for all channels, stores, and
SKU combinations – and reduces implementation costs and risks. Now you can gain
market insights, anticipate trends, and meet
shopper demands.
Objectives
•• Enable and integrate retail merchandise
processes and decision making
•• Improve visibility
•• Reduce manual activities

Solution
•• Channel financial, location-to-merchandise,
and open-to-buy processes
•• Planning and retail business functionality
•• Forecasting and channel performance
measurement and analysis
•• Strategic merchandise-plan reconciliation
•• Top-down, bottom-up, or middle-out
planning processes
Benefits
•• Integrate processes and improve the
efficiency and accuracy of merchandise
decision making
•• Improve performance visibility and support
analysis and planning for all channels, stores,
and SKU combinations
•• Gain insights, anticipate trends, and generate
and meet shopper demands
•• Reduce the risks and costs of implementation
Learn more
To find out more, call your SAP
representative today or visit us online at
www.sap.com/rapid-deployment.
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Retailers need to make fast, informed decisions
about merchandising to beat the competition.
But disconnected systems, a lack of process
and data visibility, and inefficient manual
activities can get in the way. The SAP® Planning
for Retail rapid-deployment solution enables
consistent, end-to-end planning and retail
business processes based on industry best
practices.
The solution integrates and facilitates channel
financial, location-to-merchandise, and opento-buy processes including inventory management, purchase planning, and budgeting. You
can perform what-if, demand-driven forecasts
in real time and measure performance by
week, product, customer, and store. While
legacy planning systems and activities typically
require batch or overnight processing, SAP

Planning for Retail provides a centralized
repository for all planning activities that
enables the fast reconciliation of strategic
merchandise plans and reduces manual
efforts.
The rapid-deployment solution can be
implemented with clear, predetermined costs
and project timelines, and it scales to meet your
current and future needs. With SAP Planning
for Retail, you can integrate retail processes
and improve the efficiency and accuracy of
merchandise decision making. The solution
improves visibility into performance metrics
and supports analysis and planning for all
channels, stores, and SKU combinations. You
can gain market insights, anticipate trends,
and drive and serve shopper demands.
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